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ACCESS CONTROL
COMFORTABLE ACCESS; PLUS REAL-TIME HISTORY 
ON YOUR SMARTPHONE OR TABLET

Everybody puts security first. Our house 
is our home and we all want to be sure 
that only those we trust can enter. With 
the TELETASK Proximity Readers all this 
is guaranteed. TELETASK offers security 
with an extra: the integration with home 
automation and, free of charge, history of 
access on your smartphone.

SECURITY
A uniquely encrypted card (or key-fob) gives 
access to any place you want. There is no 
risk of having your card copied, like with a 
traditional key or many other low secured 
cards and keyboard systems. Nor is there a 
simple outdoor electrical contact which can 
be sabotaged. Although simple in use, the 
TELETASK Proximity Reader is one of the most 
robust and highly secured readers available on 
the market. But it is much more than access 
control.

INTEGRATION
Thanks to the system’s high level of integration, 
opening your gate, door or fence, can influence  
other home automation functions: change 
temperature settings, activate the water supply 
valve, control the lights when dark, etc. … 

Your personal range of functionalities will 
automatically be activated. 

Every card is individually encrypted and allows 
the appropriate level of access and control 
over your home or building. Just imagine 
the cleaning person entering while you are 
absent. The individual access card may only 
allow access on predefined days and hours. 
Or take for example the gardener: his card can 
only open the outdoor gate and the garden 
shed but not the private doors of the house. 
He will have access to tap water and electricity 
for the time he is supposed to be there. Your 
TELETASK system will take care. The water 
supply and outdoor electrical power are 
disconnected automatically to avoid unwanted 
use. You don’t even have to think about it.

THE PORTA APP
The PORTA app comes free of charge with 
your TELETASK Card Reader(s). All access 
events are logged in real time. At any time you 
can check the given and denied access events 
on your smartphone, tablet and pc. The PORTA 
app gives you all the necessary information in 
a simple and most powerful way. When did the 
employees arrive, are the kids safe at home, 
… etc.

History of access on 
your smartphone
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You prefer that an access overview is sent to 
you by e-mail? It’s possible with the TELETASK 
system. Receive your overview history for 
backup at predefined intervals.

Privacy: For privacy reasons, by default, 
the family members are not logged by the 
TELETASK system, but you can activate the 
access log of individuals when you like. 

Important: The local privacy regulations need 
to be checked by the system integrator to 
make sure that the individual app configuration 
complies with them. 

FEATURES
-Up to 500 unique cards and tags per project; 
can be grouped for ease of (re-)configuration
- Unique configurable functions for every 
individual card or tag (also for office 
applications)
- Every single access (and denied access) is 
stored and visualised
- System memory (in the central unit): up to 
1000 log events are stored on FIFO basis. The 
access events file can be sent by e-mail on 
regular intervals or when memory full to avoid 
loss of data.
- Custom configuration with CARDSOFT (part 
of PROSOFT; also free of charge).
- Free PORTA app for visualisation on Android, 
Apple iOS and Windows PC devices
- Cards can be managed in the cloud and 
reconfigured remotely (an extra REMOTE 
ACCESS subscription may be necessary for this 
feature).

DIMENSIONS
TDS12142: 115 W x 115 H x 15 D (mm) 
TDS12142GL (same but luxury version with 
glass front plate): 115 W x 115 H x 18 D (mm)

INSTALLATION
Indoor and outdoor on-wall mounting on an 
flat wall in front of a wall-box or hole (outdoor 
and indoor).

The installation is extremely simple. An 
AUTOBUS connection is sufficient to obtain a 
full TELETASK system integration.

Remark: not to be mounted on a metal surface 
or close to metal parts (magnetic interference 
may block the proximity signal).

The PORTA app can be downloaded on the 
operating system depending app store or from 
www.teletask.be. PORTA is for on-site Wi-FI 
connected use only.

ORDER REFERENCES
TDS12142:   TELETASK Proximity Reader

TDS12142GL:  Luxury version - Same as 
standard version but with glass front plate 
(Aluminium grey)

TDS12202:    TELETASK Proximity Card ( easy 
for use in a handbag or wallet)

TDS12203:   TELETASK Proximity Key tag (easy 
for use with keys/car keys)

Cards and tags are also available in packs of 
five and 20 pieces.

Real-time history on 
your smartphone, tablet, 
Windows PC or macOS


